STATEMENT OF WORK:

Contractor will provide the following services:

- Contractor will provide up to a full judging commitment for all rounds in any speech or debate event as determined by University's Director of Forensics.
- Contractor is responsible for costs of providing his or her own transportation to and from the tournament, but may travel with Oregon Forensics when convenient and results in no additional cost to Oregon Forensics.
- Contractor is not responsible for supervising students during travel to tournaments, at tournaments, or at hotels during tournaments.
- Contractor may participate in team meals with competing University students and University faculty or staff members supervising those students.
- Contractor is responsible for costs of lodging at tournaments, but may use extra bed space secured for Oregon Forensics staff at no cost, if such space is available and results in no additional cost to Oregon Forensics.
- Contractor assumes all risks associated with travel and participation in the tournament and waives any and all liability of the University and its students and employees for any and all events which may occur traveling to, from, or during the specified tournament.
- Contractor will abide by local and federal laws and all University requirements at all times regarding interactions with undergraduate students.